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Cover Photo - Photo of the Month
Photo taken by David Powell:  “Incoming” We had many (17 at one time) Eastern
Bluebirds and Caroline Wrens hanging around our yard all winter.  This image was
created using an electronic trigger and high speed flash.

Newsletter editor: Bonnie Mangold - submissions to  CCOHnews@gmail.com by 20th

of the month
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CHAIR’S MESSAGE by KEN WEAVER
The 2019 Photographic Society of America Conference will be held in Spo-
kane, Washington on September 25-28, 2019.

PSA, of which CCoH is a Member Club, is an organization dedicated to education
in photography. The Conference is a great place to see incredible photography on
display, fellowship with great photographers and hear fascinating presenters.

There are 17 side tours of the area including tours of the city, a Lake Couer
d’Alene Dinner Cruise, six different tours of the Palouse, and a tour of the Turnbull
National Wildlife Refuge.

You can find more information on the PSA site. Paula and I have attended four of
the last five conferences and have had a great time! We will be in Spokane in
September…hope to see you there!

2019 Monthly Meeting
Themes For Photo Submissions

April: Abstracts - Critique

June: Prints - Competition

July:  Depth - Critique

October: Shadows - Critique

2019 Monthly Meeting Topics
and Presenter
April 23rd” Abstracts Critiqued by
Susanna Euston

May 28th The Common Found
Uncommon by Rob Travis

June 25th Annual Print Competition

July 23rd Depth Critiqued by Walter
Arnold

Aug 27th Fall Color Presentation by
Everette Robinson

September 24th  Sharing Creative
Visions Presentation by Club Members

Gimme Your Best Shot   Themes
for website submission

May: Fences

June: Curves

August: Handles

September: Leaves

November: Black and White

https://psa-photo.org/conference-2019/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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General Interest                                                            KUDOs

86th Wilmington International Exhibition Winner

Ken Weaver received a South Jersey Camera Club GOLD medal
for his "Mossy Rocks"  (Best Nature) and 6 other acceptances for
his photos!  Congratulations

See more information at link below for talk on April
14th

https://us14.campaign-
archive.com/?e=&u=5a2f782889569b8f0ed1beb7a
&id=af10decd30

AARON SISKIND IN RETROSPECT: A
PRESENTATION BY JAMES BARRON - Black
Mountain College Museum + Arts Center

February 1 – May 18, 2019

See the following links:

http://www.blackmountaincollege.org/aaron-siskind/

http://www.blackmountaincollege.org/aaron-siskind-
in-retrospect-a-presentation-by-james-barron/

Submitted by Werner Bonitz

REVISED SCHEDULE - CCoH 2019 Mini-Workshops

The 2019 mini-workshop calendar has changed.

The first CCoH mini-workshop this year will be presented by Herk Schmidt
on Photoshop post processing.  This mini-workshop will be held on
Monday, May 20, 2019, at the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship, 2021 Kanuga
Road, Hendersonville, NC 28739, from 2 PM until 4 PM.

The deadline for submissions to the Photoshop training class is 11:59PM,
Sunday, May 12th. The submission should be an image (1) that you have
issues with or  would like to know how to perform some enhancement that
could improve the photograph. You should state with the submission a
comment as to what you are looking for in regard to those areas. If there is a
common thread between multiple submissions, Herk will pick an image(s)
based on the highest commonality of enhancements in question.

The file format for an image can be either JPG, TIF, or RAW. The image
should be of high resolution and in native camera format proportion. Images
should not be resized to normal Hendersonville Camera Club submission
proportions and resolution. Images can be emailed directly to
Herk49@msn.com if the image is within email attachment limits. If the image
size is larger then your email attachment limits then you should use
WeTransfer to forward your image to Herk. WeTransfer is a free file transfer
service that can be used to transfer files up to 2GB. WeTransfer's web
address is:  https://wetransfer.com/

See the weblink https://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/revised-ccoh-
2019-mini.pdf for details of other mini-workshops

Alison Knapernek: Workshop coordinator

http://mountainlens.com/
https://us14.campaign-archive.com/?e=&u=5a2f782889569b8f0ed1beb7a&id=af10decd30
https://us14.campaign-archive.com/?e=&u=5a2f782889569b8f0ed1beb7a&id=af10decd30
https://us14.campaign-archive.com/?e=&u=5a2f782889569b8f0ed1beb7a&id=af10decd30
http://www.blackmountaincollege.org/aaron-siskind/
http://www.blackmountaincollege.org/aaron-siskind/
http://www.blackmountaincollege.org/aaron-siskind-in-retrospect-a-presentation-by-james-barron/
http://www.blackmountaincollege.org/aaron-siskind-in-retrospect-a-presentation-by-james-barron/
http://www.blackmountaincollege.org/aaron-siskind-in-retrospect-a-presentation-by-james-barron/
https://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/revised-ccoh-2019-mini.pdf
https://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/revised-ccoh-2019-mini.pdf
https://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/revised-ccoh-2019-mini.pdf
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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 General Interest

A Potential Place to sell your photography for the Meural
Frame:  see the link  (Submitted by Bonnie Mangold)

The limiting factor in today's cameras is not the pixel
count, but the optical quality of the lens (Al Lockwood)

The pixel count of a camera has become more or less a statement
about the detail and sharpness that a camera can capture.
However the quality of the lens used is generally lagging behind
and should be used as the deciding factor instead. At the very
minimum both, the sensor and the lens should be stated in order to
describe the "quality" of a camera system.

I found this article which addresses the lens properties that are
needed for high pixel count cameras. While it needs updating, it's
premise is more true today than it was when the article was written
(2012).

http://www.ausairpower.net/APA-EO-Moores-
Law.html#mozTocId69757

Additional links (Bonnie Mangold)

https://photographylife.com/camera-resolution-explained

https://fstoppers.com/originals/are-your-lenses-suddenly-obsolete-
85888

The Annual Orchid Festival is at the NC Arboretum on
Saturday, April 6th and Sunday, April 7th. This is a wonderful
photo opportunity for anybody that loves Orchids.

https://www.ncarboretum.org/event/asheville-orchid-festival/2019-
04-06/

Submitted by Werner Bonitz

http://mountainlens.com/
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/#inbox/FMfcgxwBWKQvVNpXvvKPMKkCrhkLRbSG
http://www.ausairpower.net/APA-EO-Moores-Law.html#mozTocId69757
http://www.ausairpower.net/APA-EO-Moores-Law.html#mozTocId69757
http://www.ausairpower.net/APA-EO-Moores-Law.html#mozTocId69757
https://photographylife.com/camera-resolution-explained
https://fstoppers.com/originals/are-your-lenses-suddenly-obsolete-85888
https://fstoppers.com/originals/are-your-lenses-suddenly-obsolete-85888
https://www.ncarboretum.org/event/asheville-orchid-festival/2019-04-06/
https://www.ncarboretum.org/event/asheville-orchid-festival/2019-04-06/
https://www.ncarboretum.org/event/asheville-orchid-festival/2019-04-06/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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General Interest

See this link for the other 19 podcasts

Submitted by Bonnie Mangold

http://mountainlens.com/
https://www.digitalcameraworld.com/features/the-best-podcasts-for-photographers?utm_source=Selligent&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=1654&utm_content=27+February+2019+DCW+Newsletter+&utm_term=
https://www.digitalcameraworld.com/features/the-best-podcasts-for-photographers?utm_source=Selligent&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=1654&utm_content=27+February+2019+DCW+Newsletter+&utm_term=
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Previous Meeting:………………………………………………………Before & After  / Side by Side
Before & After / Side by Side Appreciation

The CCoH Steering Committee would like to thank the
following members for helping make the 2019 annual
Before & After / Side by Side program a continued
success.

Image Contributors:
David Avigdor
Ginny Bedell
Bonnie Cooper
Margie Decker
Marge Pearson
Herk Schmidt

Image Coordinator - Warren Bedell

Audio Visual Coordinator - Peter Jones

A BIG thanks to all!

Photos selected in the newsletter were chosen to
highlight different software and/or techniques used.
All the photos can be seen on the website.  It was a
fun evening and some of our contributors had fun
while modifying the photos with a bottle of wine.  We
had 19 contributors send in photos and 2 people took
the route of doing one photo 3 ways versus 3 different
photos.

Original by Marjorie Decker - Left

Herk Schmidt - Right

Used Photoshop to imitate the
effect of taking a photo through
lensball - which inverts the scene.
He cropped the photo, used the
cloning tool to crop out the
backpacks and clean up the post.
He made the shadow under the
ball.

http://mountainlens.com/
https://lensball.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Previous Meeting….Cont…………………………………………………Before & After  / Side by Side

Bonnie Cooper liked the kinetic energy of
the man so isolated him and cleaned out
areas around him using Photoshop.

Bonnie Mangold used Lightroom to
adjust lighting then sent the photo to her
iPhone to use the ProCam App and the
kaledio 1 effect.  Returned to Lightroom
to straighten the pole slightly.

Gary Lightner - left top
Bonnie Cooper - left bottom
Bonnie Mangold - center below
Kim Maxwell - right

Gary used Photoshop and the quick
selection tool  and 6 different layers to
rotate the man and position him below.
He also removed the backpacks.

Kim Maxwell wasn’t present to describe
her changes.

http://mountainlens.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Previous Meeting….Cont…………………………………………………Before & After  / Side by Side

Herk Schmidt - Original Above

Jeff Shields - Below;  He cropped and removed the powerlines in
Lightroom (healing tool), then used Photomatics to bring out the
door and windows and finally the Nik Software* for the Indian
Summer Effect.  *Link to free version still available

Wendy Brookes - Above; She didn’t want to spend time removing
the powerlines so found a crop that she liked.  She used Silver
FX (Nik software) to the black and white and increased the
contrast.

Alison Knaperek used Photoshop Elements to remove the
powerlines and a filter for the Sepia tones.

http://mountainlens.com/
https://www.hdrsoft.com/
https://nikcollection.dxo.com/nik-collection-2012/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Previous Meeting….Cont…………………………………………………Before & After  / Side by Side

Original Above - David Avigdor

Warren Bedell - Below; Used ON1 Effects to give a
nightime dark sky and a layer for the water.  Rest was
done in Photoshop

Dennis Stefani - Above; Cropped the photo, increased
the light in the shadows, increased the saturation of
colors using TOPAZ

Ginny Bedell - Below;  She wanted to give an
impression of the grittiness of NYC.  Lightroom was
used to convert it to Black and white, more grain was
added, and vignette was added.

http://mountainlens.com/
https://www.on1.com/
https://topazlabs.com/studio/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Previous Meeting….Cont…………………………………………………Before & After  / Side by Side

Ginny Bedell - Original - Above

Ken Weaver - Below; Cropped, used camera adobe
raw, increased clarity used Nik Software for color
effects, the detail extractor, and the Nik filter “Glamour
Glow”.  Used the dodging tool to bring out the
birdhouse

John Ayre - Above - Used Photoshop and isolated the 3
zones, sky, mountains, and foreground to adjust separately

Rob McKelvay; Lightroom - shadows, radial filter + contrast
for mountains and sky; used iPhone app Distressed FX  to
turn it into art like effect

http://mountainlens.com/
https://www.distressedfx.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Previous Meeting….Cont…………………………………………………Before & After  / Side by Side

Bonnie Cooper - Original
Above

Jeff Shields - Below
Emphasize the Dreamy
quality of the photo - used
Corel Painter Essentials
program for the overall effect
and Paintshop Pro for the
texture on the water

Bonnie Mangold - Above -
Lightroom to rotate and
adjust colors then to iPhone
app Painteresque for the
overall effect

Wendy Brookes - Below;
Lightroom to crop, deepen
color in the water to pop out
pinks and green, increased
contrast, used the
adjustment brush to paint in
green at the top

http://mountainlens.com/
https://www.painterartist.com/en/product/painter-essentials/
https://www.paintshoppro.com/en/products/paintshop-pro/standard/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/painteresque/id492589613?mt=8
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Previous Meeting….Cont…………………………………………………Before & After  / Side by Side

David Avigdor - Original

Gary Lightner - Below - Cropped and used a preset in
Topaz Impressions

David Engel - Above - Used the Lightroom radial filter to make the
beam of light for an impression of a comet; used the adjustment
brush to put red on the clock.

Herk Schmidt -
Right- Photoshop,
used upper panels
of glass on the
lower to remove
the distracting
reflection,
converted
everything to Black
and White behind
the clock.  Added a
texture on the
whole clock and a
shadow

http://mountainlens.com/
https://topazlabs.com/impression/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Herk Schmidt’s Showplace by Bob Coffey

There were 18 CCoH members at Herk and Linda’s St. Patrick’s
Day party on March 16 and those who could not make it really
missed a special treat, not just an enticing array of hors d’oeuvres,
but a grand tour of his lower level “movie set” that reminded me of
Bourbon Street in New Orleans. In addition to his office, a full
kitchen, a magnificent bar, a gallery full of framed photos, Linda’s
quilting room, and a doll display room there is a magnificent
Cinema, complete with a ticket booth and popcorn machine, all
connected by a meandering inner walkway with street lamps,
decorative plants, neon signs and park benches.

After a lovely meal, we were treated to several of his slide shows
from an overhead projector onto a giant screen in his home
theatre.The term “slide shows” is inadequate as they were
comprised of stunning photos that were masterfully presented
using Pro Show Producer with spectacular special effects. We
were in awe just watching his out-of-this-world “Space Odyssey
2019”. All of those images had been entirely created in
PhotoShop using rather mundane items that were transformed by
his vivid imagination into unimaginable scenes of planets, stars
and space craft. This was  followed by a selection of his beautiful
boudoir shots  and portraits of models. Then there were artistic
images of a Chrysler Prowler that were so well portrayed that this
could be a TV commercial.  All of this was accompanied by very
dramatic soundtrack music on a superb sound system.

Of course, every image had a special story as to what had
inspired his vision and the techniques that produced such pieces
of art and Herk shared many of those with us. When I asked about
his “to-die-for” lower level, Herk explained that he had called on
his career as an industrial designer for Caterpillar to draw the
plans for it when they built their house.

Since joining the CCoH just over one year ago, Herk has been
very generous in helping fellow members with tutorials on
Photoshop. We greatly appreciate Herk and Linda for their
gracious hospitality and entertainment. It was a memorable and
inspiring  adventure in creativity.

St. Patrick’s Day Party at Herk & Linda Schmidt’s (photos by Bob Coffey)          FUN TIME!!

http://mountainlens.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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St. Patrick’s Day Party at Herk & Linda Schmidt’s CONT (photos by Bob Coffey)        FUN TIME!!

http://mountainlens.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Upcoming Meeting….Abstract Critique……………………………………………….Susanna Euston

Submit your photos for critique by Saturday 11:59pm to Peter Jones

Susanna Euston is a long-time, award-winning photographer, an artist, and graphic
designer. Her interpretations of nature embrace "Classical" and Abstract Techniques. Joy
and, sometimes, mystery radiate from her images.

For most of her 35+ years in the design and photographic arts, documentary photography
was her focus. She took a break from her career beginning 2006, which also provided a
chance for in-depth reflection and re-imagining of her art.

In a series of events that she now views as in perfect synchronicity, she began to
experiment with abstract nature photography. As she and it grew in vision and technique,
she realized she had found a new artistic niche. To create the unique images, she brings
her love of nature and places, her sense of aesthetics and design, and old and new
technical skills, to create the beautiful, creatively interpreted images of the natural
environment.  Photos, headshot, and text from her website

http://mountainlens.com/
https://www.susannaeustonphotography.com/f992772491
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Hyperfocal Focus by WARD SEGUIN
Recently the October 2018 issue of Outdoor Photographer had an
article by Don Smith titled “Hyperfocal Focus.”  Hyperfocal
distance represents the closest distance a lens can be focused
and still have objects at infinity acceptably sharp.  Wikipedia
states it differently but it’s the same definition:  “hyperfocal
distance is a distance beyond which all objects can be brought
into an ‘acceptable focus.’”   “Acceptable” (sharp or in focus) is a
qualitative term and is defined as what a human eye considers
sharp when holding an 8x10 picture at arm’s length.

While the theme of Mr. Smith’s article is Hyperfocal Focus, the
essence is depth of field (DOF), what’s in focus and what’s not,
and tools to inform a photographer.   My first SLR camera was an
Exacta IIB with a fixed focal length lens.  The lens had a DOF
scale printed on a ring, and when setting the aperture, I knew
what would and would not be in focus.  My first real digital camera
with autofocus and superzoom lens did not have this handy scale.
I relied on the autofocus feature and paid little attention to what
might or might not be in focus until the autofocus motor started
hunting for the correct focus or until I downloaded the photos to a
computer.   As Mr. Smith points out, photographers developed
rules of thumb such as focusing one-third of the way into the
scene, but these rules require some common sense in their
application.

This Outdoor Photographer article introduced me to smartphone
applications that can calculate the DOF for various camera
settings.  These applications require four inputs:  camera make
and model, the subject distance, the f-stop, and focal length of the
lens.  One such smart phone app is HyperFocal Pro, which is
available for Android phones at the Android Store for free.  The
figure at the right shows the input and output screen.  In this
example, the camera model is the Nikon D5500, the lens focal
length is 35 mm, the f-stop is f8, and subject is 44 feet from the
camera.  The program has calculated that all objects 16.65 feet to
infinity will be in focus.

The hyperfocal distance (hfd) for this setting is 26.831 feet.  Recall
from the definition above, this is the closest distance a lens can be
focused and still have objects at infinity acceptably sharp.  In
reality, objects from roughly half the distance of the hfd (in this
case 16.65 feet) will be acceptably sharp.  HyperFocal Pro allows
one to try different combinations of input parameters, e.g. f-stop,
lens focal length and subject distance, in order to achieve the
desired DOF.  In the example above, had the subject been 25 feet
from the camera, the DOF would have been 13 to 365 feet.
Having this functionality on a smart phone allows one to try
different settings and to prepare for a photoshoot or an outing in
advance, or just understand the effects of different camera
settings.   (Acknowledgement:   Ginny and Warren Bedell for their
helpful comments and suggestions.)

http://mountainlens.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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The Learning Corner………………………..GINNY BEDELL, Education Director

What is Abstract Photography?
“Abstract pictures are fictive models, because they make visible a reality that we can neither see nor

describe, but whose existence we can postulate.” - Gerhard Richter

Abstract photography is based on the photographer’s eye. The main goal is to simply look and capture
something in a way that it would not usually be seen. Doing so involves looking for the details, the
patterns, the lines, the form, shape and colors that comprise a subject and utilizing those key features to
make an engaging image that captures the viewer’s imagination.
Things to Consider:

�� Keep an open mind: Abstract photography is about
seeing the potential in things that other people miss.

�� Spend time exploring everyday subjects and
scenes. It’s surprising how many interesting
abstracts you will find.

�� Look at familiar things from unfamiliar angles, and
you will see them in a completely different light.

�� Forget about what something really is and
concentrate on its shape and color

Here are some useful tips and ideas for creating abstract
images.

https://photographylife.com/abstract-photography-tips-and-
ideas

As photographers, we can also be inspired by viewing
abstract images created by internationally known
professionals in the field of photography. Here are
some noteworthy compositions that will provide lots
of inspiration!

https://www.phototraces.com/creative-
photography/famous-abstract-photographers/

https://www.procamapp.com/
https://www.procamapp.com/
https://photographylife.com/abstract-photography-tips-and-ideas
https://photographylife.com/abstract-photography-tips-and-ideas
https://photographylife.com/abstract-photography-tips-and-ideas
https://www.phototraces.com/creative-photography/famous-abstract-photographers/
https://www.phototraces.com/creative-photography/famous-abstract-photographers/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Interested in the history of Abstract Photography? Then, I invite you
to read the following link:

 https://photodoto.com/exploring-abstract-photography/

Since we live in an area that is known for its majestic landscapes, I’ve
included some ideas for creating some abstract nature images:

1 - Use Soft Focus:
Intentionally unfocused imagery reframes the way we view a
photograph. So, one of the quickest and easiest ways to create an
abstract image is to unfocus your camera lens. Taking an unfocused
image creates a painterly effect that emphasizes the color and
structure of a natural environment.

2 - Include Texture in Your Images:
For the most part, photography is a two-dimensional medium. This
means that photographers must rely on inherent associations such as
touch to “lift” an image off the page. Using texture adds a level of
“touchability” to a photograph, connecting with a viewer on a
psychological level.

3 - Embrace Intentional Camera Movement (ICM):
Intentional camera movement (ICM) in abstract nature photography
introduces a compelling aesthetic to an image. While movement distorts
the subject itself, compositional elements remain, forming painterly
abstractions that explore the photographic practice.

4 - Photograph Water and Reflections:
Abstract nature photography embraces the fluid nature of water.
Reflections on the surface of still water create surreal versions of that on
land. Cracks in ice become a frigid landscape. The flurry of a turbulent
tide is transformed into a hypnotizing document of motion.

5 - Get Close With Macro Photography:
The closer you photograph a subject, the more a viewer

relies on compositional elements for visual cues. Without
a sense of scale, a close-up abstract image of nature
takes on a life of its own.

6 - Change Perspective:
Perspective determines the point from which a viewer will
“enter” an image. Photographing a scene from a bird’s eye
view will have a different impact compared to
photographing the same scene from the ground up. The
lens on your camera can also change the perspective of a
scene. Incorporating perspective into your abstract
photography plays with the associations we have about
the way we physically situate ourselves in the world.

7 - Use Lines to Highlight Composition:
As a basic element of composition, line is a critical
component of photography. In abstract nature

What is Abstract Photography?…cont………………………...GINNY BEDELL, Education Director

 https://photodoto.com/exploring-abstract-photography/
https://www.procamapp.com/
https://www.procamapp.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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All photos by Ginny Bedell

photography, using line invigorates organic subject matter, uniting or
excluding the individual elements that form a photograph.
The eye generally reads an image better with the presence of lines. Even
in abstract photography, where the emphasis is removed from the
objective, the eye appreciates line as a subtle handle on the overall
image.

Other links that might be useful to you include:

https://www.adorama.com/alc/abstract-photography-for-beginners-9-tips-
for-capturing-stunning-abstract-images

https://digital-photography-school.com/6-tips-on-how-to-create-abstract-
photos/

Have FUN experimenting and creating! The membership looks forward to
seeing your abstract images at the April 23rd meeting.

What is Abstract Photography?…cont………………………...GINNY BEDELL, Education Director

https://www.adorama.com/alc/abstract-photography-for-beginners-9-tips-for-capturing-stunning-abstract-images
https://www.adorama.com/alc/abstract-photography-for-beginners-9-tips-for-capturing-stunning-abstract-images
https://digital-photography-school.com/6-tips-on-how-to-create-abstract-photos/
https://digital-photography-school.com/6-tips-on-how-to-create-abstract-photos/
https://www.procamapp.com/
https://www.procamapp.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Inspirational Photographer……….……………………………………………………..…Bryan Peterson

Bryan has been a successful commercial photographer for over 35 years. He has received awards from
the Communication Arts Photography Annual seven times, Print Magazine four times and has also won
the prestigious New York Art Directors Gold Award. He has also been a contributing editor at Popular
Photography and Outdoor Photographer magazine.

He is also the Co-Founder The Bryan Peterson School of Photography, the world’s number one online
photography school, BPSOP www.bpsop.com and also the founder of YouKeepShooting.com, a world-
wide community of photographers who all share a passion for image-making.

Within the photographic community he is best known as the photographer/writer of eight best-selling
books, published in 11 languages; Understanding Exposure, Learning to See Creatively, Beyond
Portraiture, Understanding Close-up Photography, Understanding Shutter Speed, Bryan F Peterson’s
Understanding Photography Field Guide, Bryan F Peterson’s Field Guide to Understanding
Composition and his latest book, Exposure Solutions as well as the photographer for the “You Keep
Shooting” videos that are seen on AdoramaTV.com.

Photos and text from his website : http://bryanfpetersonphotoworkshops.com/

https://daveblackphotography.com/
http://bryanfpetersonphotoworkshops.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Creativity…….Part 1 of 3……………………………………………………………by WERNER BONITZ

“Creativity” is a magic word. Being “creative” immediately elevates
us from mere human beings to “artists”, another magic word. So I
decided to find out about it by attending two back to back
workshops given by John Paul Caponigro and Seth Resnick
in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida. This isn’t the kind of thing I
usually spend a lot of time on, I am more of a hands-on guy,
figuring out the how-to. The first workshop was appropriately
named “Creativity”, the second workshop was “Creative
Processing” and dealt mostly with Photoshop and Lightroom,
more my kind of speed.

Before attending the workshops I did some research on the
subject and found some interesting tidbits:

Most ancient cultures lacked the concept of creativity, seeing art
as a form of discovery and not creation.  The Greek philosopher
Plato  said: "Will we say, of a painter, that he makes something?
Certainly not, he merely imitates".  This is still the main argument
against photography as an art form. More on that later.

The origin of the concept of creativity is the ur-creation of the
world by God out of nothing. The concept of creativity remained
reserved for divine action until after the Enlightenment (18th

century) when it was also applied to human action.

Definitions of “creativity” abound and mostly just create (pun
intended) more questions:

Wikipedia: “Creativity is a phenomenon whereby something new
and somehow valuable is formed. The created item may be
intangible (an idea, a scientific theory, a musical composition or a

joke) or a physical object (an invention, a literary work or a
painting)”.

Another definition: “Creativity is the act of turning new and
imaginative ideas into reality. Creativity involves two processes:
thinking, then producing. If you have ideas but don’t act on them
you are imaginative but not creative”.

So the argument for photography being creative could be that an
image is “created” that did not exist before. Something entirely
new and independent from the physical subject. The argument
against it is that the process of this “creation” is purely
mechanical/chemical/digital and represents a visual copy of an
existing object. While the invention of photography and the first
images may have been “creative”, all following photographs only
repeated that process. The following improvements of the
photographic process may again be called “creative”, while that
word for following exposures is probably not warranted.

So we should probably expand the “something new, that didn’t
exist before” to “something new, the likes of which never existed
before and that is not a mere representation of something that
already exists”. In other words, if photography is to be considered
“creative”, it must add something to the mere countenance of a
physical subject or transform that countenance in a significant
way. This can be either a physical or a perceptual/emotional
change.

All creative processes start with the question: “What would
happen if…….?” The rest of that sentence depends on your
individual goals and mindset, something that was called “Your
Vision” in the workshops. This will be the next subject, next
newsletter.

http://mountainlens.com/
https://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/
https://www.sethresnick.com/
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Tribute of Light, Before and After  by BOB COFFEY

Six months following the 9/11 tragedy a special memorial was
displayed in New York City for thirty days in March into early April
of 2002. It consisted of two banks of 44 high wattage search lights
set at the bases of the former Twin Towers and shining upward as
twin shafts of brilliant blue light into the night sky over Manhattan.
When I learned about it, I envisioned a photograph of the two
shafts of light taken from the Brooklyn side with the Brooklyn
Bridge in the foreground. I watched the weather forecast for a
window of opportunity with clear skies and chose a sunny day in
early April to drive up to NYC from Wilmington, DE with three of
my colleagues from the Delaware Photographic Society (DPS).

When we arrived in mid afternoon we were dismayed to find that
the small park along the East River where we wanted to set up our
tripods was closed and barricaded for renovation. It was
completely inaccessible and there were no other open areas to get
the shot. After searching diligently, we finally found an NYPD
storage facility along the river front that was surrounded by a chain
link fence with a locked gate. We could only get our shots by using
a short step ladder and taking turns shooting through the chain
link openings in the gate. I was shooting with a compact Olympus
system then and was able to fit my 24mm wide angle lens through
one of the links to get the shot, a real "keyhole" effort. Clearly this
was not a “grab” shot, given the difficulty in capturing it. I was very
pleased with the image and posted it in the members gallery
section of the DPS website.

Three years later in early 2005, I received a telephone call from a
graphic designer in the US Navy Office of Naval Research who
was designing the poster for the upcoming Fleet Week in NYC. He
had conducted an internet search (this was before Google) to
locate my image on our website and wanted to use it for the
poster. Of course, I was quite surprised, astounded even…and
quite honored…to have one of my images selected.

Photo by Chuck West -
Upper Right

Photo by Bob Coffey - Lower
Right

www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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He asked for my permission to use it and offered to pay the
going rate for a single use of the image, which I readily
accepted. In addition, he invited me and my wife to come to
the opening of Fleet Week on May 25 and join many
dignitaries who would be taking a cruise around Manhattan
Island on a US Navy research vessel. As part of the
festivities, I would be signing and handing out copies of the
posters. This all came to pass on a beautiful spring day and
it was a grand and truly memorable adventure that Sharon
and I greatly enjoyed.

The poster (right) is proudly displayed on my “memory wall”
in our office as a reminder of that wonderful experience. Oh
yes, I also negotiated a nice supply of the posters.

When Chuck West showed his image of the Twin Towers
that was taken with the same perspective from the same
location as part of his presentation, I was jolted by the
similarity of our images, albeit with one glaring difference.
Then it dawned on me that our respective images were
interesting examples of our Before and After assignment for
March. What say you?

Tribute of Light, Before and After  cont.   by BOB COFFEY

www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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ABSTRACTS BY A NEW MEMBER…………..……………..………………………...SHIRLEY BRALEY
Photography allows me to capture the richness of
what I see around me, and to encourage a closer
vision of it. It is my way of showing the world to
myself in new ways.

Adding elements of mixed media allows me to
create unusual visual landscapes, reflecting what I
see right under the surface, and bring out elements
of mystery. I like to explore the boundaries between
what is real and what is in my imagination. My work
often includes elements of the mystical and the
fantastic, combined with what is so commonplace
that we have stopped looking at it closely. Often the
story I want to tell is one of texture, of the impact of
time on the subject. The patina of wear can be
beautiful as well as thought-provoking.

I mostly shoot with wide angle lenses that get me
close to my subject. I frequently capture images
with my iPhone, because it is always with me. Any
moment can provide an opportunity for me to
explore what is around me.

Man Fractured (at right).  African American men
must struggle to be seen for who they are, and not
how society perceives them. I like to play with
showing a person in the context of how we impose
our own values on them.

I created a smeared background using an iPhone
app called Decim8, and also to create the 3-tiered
image. I layered these in Photoshop and added a
few effects.  I don’t have the original for comparison
as it was a quick snapshot on my phone that I didn’t
keep.

https://www.procamapp.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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ABSTRACTS BY A NEW MEMBER   CONT………..……………..………………...SHIRLEY BRALEY

Couple Fractured. A Japanese man and an American woman during World
War II who had the good luck to fall deeply in love, and then the bad luck to
be separated after Pearl Harbor. Their relationship was severed, which I
wanted to convey in this image (Original to left and final image below).

 I took a shot of the original photo, which I found going
through a pile of old photos. It was inexpertly printed,
which I loved, and added to the story. I used Decim8 to
get the fractured effect.

https://www.procamapp.com/
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ABSTRACTS BY A NEW MEMBER   CONT………..……………..………………...SHIRLEY BRALEY

Horseman of the
Apocalypse. - At right

I love science fiction and
imaginary landscapes. In this
image, a rider tries to control
a beast out of a fantasy.

I layered the carousel horse
and the tarot card in
Photoshop, applying various
effects such as a swirl, and a
subtractive blend.

https://www.procamapp.com/
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Upcoming Exhibits and Workshops

Mountainlens Workshops  New

Ultimate Nature Lover’s Workshop - Brian Peterson -
April 11-14, 2019

Mindfulness and Photographic Seeing - Don McGowan
& Bonnie Cooper - May 2-5, 2019

Spring in Abstract: Translating the Soft Colors of
Flowering Landscapes - Susanna Euston May 9-12,
2019

Dig Deeper Photo Workshop - Jamie Konarski
Davidson - May 15-19, 2019

Creative Abstract Photography - Mary Louise Ravese
May 24-27, 2019

The Complete Lightroom Classic CC: Dave Kelly, June
8, 2019

Textures & More - Donna Eaton - June 20 – 23, 2019

Textures & More - Donna Eaton - Oct 10-13, 2019GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAIN
PHOTOFEST

 Montreat Conference Center, near
Asheville, NC

September 11 – 14, 2019

200 participants
$195

Registration;  Program National Park Workshops: see link

AARON SISKIND IN RETROSPECT: A PRESENTATION BY
JAMES BARRON - Black Mountain College Museum + Arts Center

February 1 – May 18, 2019

See the following links:

http://www.blackmountaincollege.org/aaron-siskind/

http://www.blackmountaincollege.org/aaron-siskind-in-retrospect-a-
presentation-by-james-barron/

Submitted by Werner Bonitz

AlisonKnaperek -Rhododendron Promise

https://www.procamapp.com/
https://www.mountainlens.com/photography-workshops-nc/
https://smokymountainfotofest.com/registration.html
https://smokymountainfotofest.com/pdf/2019%20Foto%20Fest%20Schedule.pdf
https://hub.aimmedia.com/dream-photo-workshops?ecid=ACsprvvhBuAeyDvcH-OAR1WNF_yHvslDCogDJwY5szAWkmoMuU3UW3l1QaCpgN4NPmMedmMxsOly&utm_campaign=NationalParkPhotography&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=69584129&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--Od-rBu1x8BGjmRwLY6hiygJPPVSbhrZPo3DfkGEIH1nTkKA6cvZDN4TkBN3QP3V4g9amz7VoC2RD1OdWfO0rcGL_YHA&_hsmi=69584129
https://hub.aimmedia.com/dream-photo-workshops?ecid=ACsprvvhBuAeyDvcH-OAR1WNF_yHvslDCogDJwY5szAWkmoMuU3UW3l1QaCpgN4NPmMedmMxsOly&utm_campaign=NationalParkPhotography&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=69584129&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--Od-rBu1x8BGjmRwLY6hiygJPPVSbhrZPo3DfkGEIH1nTkKA6cvZDN4TkBN3QP3V4g9amz7VoC2RD1OdWfO0rcGL_YHA&_hsmi=69584129
http://www.blackmountaincollege.org/aaron-siskind/
http://www.blackmountaincollege.org/aaron-siskind/
http://www.blackmountaincollege.org/aaron-siskind-in-retrospect-a-presentation-by-james-barron/
http://www.blackmountaincollege.org/aaron-siskind-in-retrospect-a-presentation-by-james-barron/
http://www.blackmountaincollege.org/aaron-siskind-in-retrospect-a-presentation-by-james-barron/
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End Notes and New Member Galleries

Legal Stuff
Contents of this newsletter are copyrighted 2018 by the Camera Club of Hendersonville, NC or it’s members except where noted.  All image copyrights are held by
the photographer.  You may not copy, distribute for hire, or use for commercial gain any contents of this newsletter without the explicit written permission of the
copyright holder.  Any links to external websites provided in this newsletter are provided as a courtesy.  They should not be construed as an endorsement by the
Camera Club of Hendersonville of the content or views of the linked materials.  The information contained is for general information purposes only.  The
information is provided by the Camera Club of Hendersonville, a not-for-profit organization, and while we endeavor to keep the information up to date and correct,
we make no representations or warranties of any kind.

Your Input is Requested
The newsletter requests your input.  We are
looking for:

● Inspirational photographers outside our
area to be profiled in future newsletters

● Tips or tricks

● Interesting apps for smart phones

● Before and after post editing shots with
a brief overview of what was done

● Upcoming photography contests or
exhibits

● Favorite Locations near or far

● Favorite Subject matter

● Anything you think would be of interest
to your fellow photographers!

Submit material to CCOHnews@gmail.com
by the 20th of the month to be included in
the following month’s newsletter.
Submission guidelines

https://www.procamapp.com/
mailto:CCOHnews@gmail.com
 http://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/newsletter-submission-guidelines
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com

